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Welcome to Oddball, our Workshop is Vancouver’s source for sublimated performance apparel and custom teamwear. 
 
We started in 2008 when a couple of friends who share a love for fun designs wanted their community to have a simple 
way to purchase high-quality, great looking custom gear - without the often, high minimum quantities and pricy set up 
fees. Over the last few years, we have evolved and grown extensively to become a business well-known for premium 
quality performance apparel, great customer service, and creative designs.  
 
Oddball is one of Canada’s premier suppliers of sublimation services; specializing in bespoke, custom sport apparel to 
teams and clubs of all levels. We provide outstanding Canadian made products, high quality finishing and quick 
turnaround times; most of our orders are delivered in under three weeks. 
 
With our talented in-house design and production team, we pride ourselves on creative designs and the use of technical 
fabrics to ensure high performance, quality and styles. Using specialist sublimation methods, we are able to create sleek, 
innovative designs in an array of fits and colours. 
 
 

 

We take the time to understand what your teams want, to make sure every garment that leaves Oddball is exactly what 
you ordered. So, when you buy from us, you join the #OddballFamily. 
 

From pattern and design, to printing and sewing, we’re extremely proud to say we do it all at our Workshop on Nootka 
Street just 15-minutes from downtown Vancouver. Let us know when you’d like to stop in for a visit and see where it all 
happens. We would love to meet you! 
 

We offer an impressive industry leading turnaround of less than three weeks with our fully bespoke, sublimated range. 
 

With our in-house design team, we create many of the most talked about jerseys in the Paddling Community. Using our 
specialized sublimation methods, we are able to create any design in an array of colours and styles, complete with 
sponsors and team logos. 
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Our simple six step ordering process delivers your custom design, bespoke jerseys and kit in a manner that is reliably 
easy. 

 

 
Send us an email, call us, contact us on 
Facebook/Instagram/ Twitter. Be sure to 
collect your thoughts, ideas, drawings, team 
colours, logos and sponsor information and 
we’ll be glad to get you kitted out. 
 

 
Select your style of jersey and/or kit. Use our 
design template(s) to create your own artwork, 
or tell us everything you can about your vision 
and our Graphics team will work on translating 
it into your jersey artwork.  
 

 
We’ll provide you with estimates for your art 
before we commence design and will only bill 
on approved art time. When it comes to sizing 
and quantities, we understand your needs can 
change while we work together to finalise your 
requirements. We’ll provide you rough quotes 
as those quantities change. 

 

 
Once you are happy with your art and designs 
we will send over the order confirmation, 
which includes artwork sign-off and work order 
with sizing details. We advise all our customers 
to check this carefully, as this is your final 
chance to make amendments before your 
order goes to production. 

 
When we have received confirmation and 
payment, we will create your kit and if you like, 
send you updates as your order progresses. 

 
We will deliver your order via UPS Ground and 
you will receive a dispatch email containing 
tracking information. Please provide us 
information if you have a preferred freight 
forwarder and/or would prefer an alternate 
service. 

 

For re-orders, please don’t hesitate to 
contact us. 

 

 

orders@oddballworkshop.com 

or call us with what you need on +1 604 874 7188 
 

    

 

mailto:orders@oddballworkshop.com
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All our bespoke performance wear is produced in Canada using 

Sublimation Printing. The process is incredibly sharp, so much that any 

top-quality image can be used in the design process. Once transferred to 

fabric, the panels of the garment are then cut and sewn together to 

create a truly bespoke garment. 
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Our h20 Athletic Tank Top is our most popular style, created in our lightweight, breathable Oddball Ion fabric, the 
combination of the four-way stretch construction and abrasion resistance make this ideal for training and competition. 

 

  
Ion 
 

Abrasion/Pill Resistant 
Anti-Velcro 
Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static-Free 
4-way stretch 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+   

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 40.5 - 43.5 42.5 - 45.5 44.5 - 47.5 48 - 51 51 - 54 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

27 27 27.5 28 29 29 30 31.5 32.25 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 23.5 - 26.5 26.5 - 29.5 28.5 - 31.5 30.5 - 33.5 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 37.5 - 40.5 40.5 - 43.5 43.5 - 46.5 

Waist 21.5 - 24.5 24.5 - 27.5 26.5 - 29.5 28.5 - 31.5 30.5 - 33.5 32.5 - 35.5 35.5 - 38.5 38.5 - 41.5 41.5 - 44.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

23.75 24.5 25 25.5 26 26.5 27.25 28 28.75 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Based on our Athletic Tank Top (men’s fit), our h20 Racer Tank Top for men was born out of repeated requests from our 
customers for a racer back option. This newer style is created for performance and comfort on the water in the same 
lightweight, breathable Oddball Ion fabric, with the great combination of the four-way stretch and abrasion resistance. 

 

 

 
Ion 
 

Abrasion/Pill Resistant 
Anti-Velcro 
Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static-Free 
4-way stretch 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+ 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 40.5 - 43.5 42.5 - 45.5 44.5 - 47.5 48 - 51 51 - 54 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

27 27 27.5 28 29 29 30 31.5 32.25 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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The h20 Relaxed Tank for women is created in our lightweight, breathable Oddball Ion fabric. Designed with a skinny 
racer back, scoop neck and scalloped back to flatter the female form. 

 

 

 
Ion 
 

Abrasion/Pill Resistant 
Anti-Velcro 
Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static-Free 
4-way stretch 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+ 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 28.5 - 31.5 30.5 - 33.5 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 41.5 - 44.5 44.5 - 47.5 47.5 - 50.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

24.75 25.25 25.75 26.25 26.75 27.25 28 28.75 29.5 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Our Athletic Jersey is our most popular and in-demand jersey among our paddlers. Created with a raglan sleeve, it allows 
complete freedom of movement. Ion fabric provides abrasion resistance while still being lightweight and breathable. 

 

  
Ion 
 

Abrasion/Pill Resistant 
Anti-Velcro 
Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static-Free 
4-way stretch 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+ 

  

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 40.5 - 43.5 42.5 - 45.5 44.5 - 47.5 47.5 - 50.5 50.5 - 53.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

26.75 27.25 27.75 28.25 28.75 29.5 30.25 31 31.75 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 31 - 34 33 - 36 35 - 38 37 - 40 39.5 - 42.5 42.5 - 45.5 46.5 - 49.5 50 - 53 53 - 56 

Waist 27.5 - 30.5 29.5 - 32.5 31.5 - 34.5 
33.5 – 
36.5 

36.5 - 39.5 39 - 42 42 - 45 46.5 - 49.5 49.5 - 52.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

24.75 24.75 25.75 26.25 27.25 28.75 29.75 31.75 33 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Our Performance Jersey is constructed with a back panel of ultralight Orbit fabric for increased ventilation. With the 
combination of raglan sleeves, wrap around style along with abrasion and Velcro-resistant Ion fabric in all the right 
places, this jersey fits generously to ensure cool, comfortable performance. 

 

  
Orbit & Ion 
 

Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static-Free 
4-way stretch 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 35+ 

 
 

 
 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 35 - 38 37 - 40 39 - 42 41 - 44 43 - 46 45 - 48 47 - 50 50 - 53 53 - 56 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

27.25 28 28.75 29.5 30.25 31 31.75 32.5 32.5 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 30.5 - 33.5 32.5 - 35.5 34.5-  37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 40.5 - 43.5 44.5 - 47.5 47.5 - 50.5 50.5-53.5 

Waist 27.5 - 30.5 29.5-32.5 31.5 - 34.5 33 - 36 36.5 - 39.5 39 - 42 42 - 45 46.5 - 49.5 49.5 - 52.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

24.25 24.25 25 26 26.75 27.25 28 28.75 29.5 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Our Athletic Jersey is our most popular and in-demand long sleeve jersey among our paddlers. Created with a raglan 
sleeve, it allows complete freedom of movement. Ion fabric provides abrasion resistance while still being lightweight 
and breathable. 

 

  
Ion 
 

Abrasion/Pill Resistant 
Anti-Velcro 
Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static-Free 
4-way stretch 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+ 

 
 

 
 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 40.5 - 43.5 42.5 - 45.5 44.5 - 47.5 47.5 - 50.5 50.5 - 53.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

26.75 27.25 27.75 28.25 28.75 29.5 30.25 31 31.75 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 31 - 34 33 - 36 35 - 38 37 - 40 39.5 - 42.5 42.5 - 45.5 46.5 - 49.5 50 - 53 53 - 56 

Waist 27.5 - 30.5 29.5 - 32.5 31.5 - 34.5 33.5 - 36.5 36.5 - 39.5 39 - 42 42 - 45 46.5 - 49.5 49.5 - 52.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

24.75 24.75 25.75 26.25 27.25 28.75 29.75 31.75 33 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Our Performance Jersey is constructed with a back panel of ultralight Orbit fabric for increased ventilation. With the 
combination of raglan sleeves, wrap around style along with abrasion and Velcro-resistant Ion fabric in all the right 
places, this jersey fits generously to ensure cool, comfortable performance. 

 

  
Orbit & Ion 
 

Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static-Free 
4-way stretch 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 35+ 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 35 - 38 37 - 40 39 - 42 41 - 44 43 - 46 45 - 48 47 - 50 50 - 53 53 - 56 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

27.25 28 28.75 29.5 30.25 31 31.75 32.5 32.5 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 30.5 - 33.5 32.5 - 35.5 34.5-  37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 40.5 - 43.5 44.5 - 47.5 47.5 - 50.5 50.5-53.5 

Waist 27.5 - 30.5 29.5-32.5 31.5 - 34.5 33 - 36 36.5 - 39.5 39 - 42 42 - 45 46.5 - 49.5 49.5 - 52.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

24.25 24.25 25 26 26.75 27.25 28 28.75 29.5 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Our men’s sleeveless Vball jersey is created in our lightweight, breathable Oddball Ion fabric, the combination of the 
stretch construction and classic fit ensures comfort and performance.  

Includes personalization: number on front & back of garment. 

 

 

 
Ion 
 

Abrasion/Pill Resistant 
Anti-Velcro 
Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static-Free 
4-way stretch 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+ 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 

Chest 35 - 38 36.5 - 39.5 37.5 - 40.5 39.5 - 42.5 41.5 - 44.5 42.5 - 45.5 46.5 - 49.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

26 26.5 27 27.5 28 29 32 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Our short sleeve Vball jerseys for men and women are created in our lightweight, breathable Oddball Ion fabric, the 
combination of the stretch construction and classic fit ensures comfort and performance. Made with classic set-in sleeve 
for men, and capped sleeves for women. 

Includes personalization: number on front & back of garment. 

  
Ion 
 

Abrasion/Pill Resistant 
Anti-Velcro 
Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static-Free 
4-way stretch 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+ 

  

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 

Chest        

Length 
(nape to hem) 

       

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 

Chest        

Waist        

Length 
(nape to hem) 

       

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Our classic long sleeve Vball jerseys for women are created in our lightweight, breathable Oddball Ion fabric, the 
combination of the stretch construction and classic fit ensures comfort and performance.  

Includes personalization: number on front & back of garment. 

 

 
Ion 
 

Abrasion/Pill Resistant 
Anti-Velcro 
Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static-Free 
4-way stretch 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+ 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest          

Waist          

Length 
(nape to hem) 

         

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Our basketball jerseys for men and women are created in our quick dry, breathable Oddball Atom fabric for comfort and 
performance.  

Includes personalization: number on front & back of garment. 

 

  
Atom 
 

Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static Free 
2-way stretch 
Soft handle 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+.   

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 

Chest 33.5 - 36.5 35.5 - 38.5 37.5 - 40.5 39.5 - 42.5 41.5 - 44.5 43.5 - 46.5 45.5 - 48.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

       

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest          

Waist          

Length 
(nape to hem) 

         

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Our contemporary rugby jersey for the modern game, with mandarin-style collar made from out most durable, yet 
breathable Proton fabric. 

Includes personalization: number on front & back of garment. 

 
 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 40 - 42 42 - 44 44 - 46 46 - 48 48 - 50 50 - 51    

Waist 34.5 - 36.5 36.5 - 38.5 38.5 - 40.5 40.5 - 42.5 42.5 - 44.5 44.5 - 46.5    

Length 
(nape to hem) 

27 27.75 28.5 29.25 30 30.75    

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Our soccer jersey is created in our lightweight, breathable Oddball Atom fabric, the combination of the stretch 
construction and classic fit ensures comfort and performance.  

Includes personalization: number on front & back of garment. 

  
Atom 
 

Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static Free 
2-way stretch 
Soft handle 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+. 

  

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest          

Length 
(nape to hem) 

         

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest          

Waist          

Length 
(nape to hem) 

         

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”.  
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Size XS S M L XL 2XL 

Chest       

Length 
(nape to hem) 

      

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Our Athletic Tank Top is our most popular style, created in our versatile Atom fabric, the combination of the two-way 
stretch construction and breathability make this great for most sweaty pursuits. 

 

  
Atom 
 

Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static Free 
2-way stretch 
Soft handle 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+. 
 

  

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 40.5 - 43.5 42.5 - 45.5 44.5 - 47.5 48 - 51 51 - 54 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

27 27 27.5 28 29 29 30 31.5 32.25 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 23.5 - 26.5 26.5 - 29.5 28.5 - 31.5 30.5 - 33.5 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 37.5 - 40.5 40.5 - 43.5 43.5 - 46.5 

Waist 21.5 - 24.5 24.5 - 27.7 26.5 - 29.5 28.5 - 31.5 30.5 - 33.5 32.5 - 35.5 35.5 - 38.5 38.5 - 41.5 41.5 - 44.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

23.75 24.5 25 25.5 26 26.5 27.25 28 28.75 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”.  
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Based on our Athletic Tank Top (men’s fit), our Racer Tank Top for men was born out of repeated requests from our 
customers for a racer back option. Made in our versatile Atom fabric, the combination of the two-way stretch 
construction and breathability make this great for most sweaty pursuits. 

 

 

  
Atom 
 

Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static Free 
2-way stretch 
Soft handle 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+. 
 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 40.5 - 43.5 42.5 - 45.5 44.5 - 47.5 48 - 51 51 - 54 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

27 27 27.5 28 29 29 30 31.5 32.25 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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The Relaxed Tank for women is designed with a skinny racer back, scoop neck and scalloped back to flatter the female 
form. Made in our versatile Atom fabric, the combination of the two-way stretch construction and breathability make 
this great for most sweaty pursuits. 

 

 

 
Atom 
 

Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static Free 
2-way stretch 
Soft handle 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+. 
 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 28.5 - 31.5 30.5 - 33.5 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 41.5 - 44.5 44.5 - 47.5 47.5 - 50.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

24.75 25.25 25.75 26.25 26.75 27.25 28 28.75 29.5 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”.  
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The Prime Sleeveless Top is a back by popular demand. Created in our lightweight, breathable Oddball Atom fabric, the 
combination of the stretch construction and classic fit ensures comfort and performance.  

 

  
Atom 
 

Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static Free 
2-way stretch 
Soft handle 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+. 
 

  

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 33.5 - 36.5 35.5 - 38.5 37.5 - 40.5 39.5 - 42.5 41.5 - 44.5 43.5 - 46.5 46.5 - 49.5 49.5 - 52.5 52.5 - 55.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

27 27 27.5 28.5 29.25 30 30.75 31.5 32.25 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 34.5 - 37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 40.5 - 43.5 42.5 - 45.5 44.5 - 47.5 46.6 - 49.5 48.5 - 51.5 50.5 - 53.5 

Waist 28.5 - 31.5 30.5 - 33.5 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 40.5 - 43.5 43.5 - 46.5 44.5 - 47.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

27 27.5 28 28.5 29 29.5 30 30.5 30.5 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”.  
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The Team Jersey is a classic style; created for those that prefer the fit of a traditional crew neck t-shirt. Created in our 
lightweight, breathable Oddball Atom fabric, the combination of the stretch construction and classic fit ensures comfort 
and performance.  

 

  
Atom 
 

Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static Free 
2-way stretch 
Soft handle 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+. 
 

  

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 33.5 - 36.5 35.5 - 38.5 37.5 - 40.5 39.5 - 42.5 41.5 - 44.5 43.5 - 46.5 46.5 - 49.5 49.5 - 52.5 52.5 - 55.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

27 27 27.5 28.5 29.25 30 30.75 31.5 32.25 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 40.5 - 43.5 43.5 - 46.5 46.5 - 49.5 49.5 - 52.5 52.5 - 55.5 

Waist 23 - 31 29 - 32 32 - 35 34.5 - 37.5 37 - 40 39.4 - 42.5 42.5 - 45.5 46.5 - 49.5 49.5 - 52.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

25 25 25.75 26.5 27.25 28 28.75 29.5 30.25 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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The Team Jersey is a classic style; created for those that prefer the fit of a traditional crew neck t-shirt. Created in our 
lightweight, breathable Oddball Atom fabric, the combination of the stretch construction and classic fit ensures comfort 
and performance.  

 

  
Atom 
 

Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static Free 
2-way stretch 
Soft handle 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+. 

  

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 33.5 - 36.5 35.5 - 38.5 37.5 - 40.5 39.5 - 42.5 41.5 - 44.5 43.5 - 46.5 46.5 - 49.5 49.5 - 52.5 52.5 - 55.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

27 27 27.5 28.5 29.25 30 30.75 31.5 32.25 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 40.5 - 43.5 43.5 - 46.5 46.5 - 49.5 49.5 - 52.5 52.5 - 55.5 

Waist 23 - 31 29 - 32 32 - 35 34.5 - 37.5 37 - 40 39.4 - 42.5 42.5 - 45.5 46.5 - 49.5 49.5 - 52.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

25 25 25.75 26.5 27.25 28 28.75 29.5 30.25 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Our Team Shorts are a versatile garment for any athlete. They are made from our versatile Atom fabric with an encased 
elastic waistband and internal drawcord. 

 

 
Atom 
 

Quick Dry 
Breathable 
Static Free 
2-way stretch 
Soft handle 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+. 
 

Size XS S M L XL 2XL 

Waist 28 - 30 30 - 32 32 - 35 35 - 37 37 - 42 42 - 47 

Length 
(waist to hem) 

18 19.5 20.5 21 22 23 

Inseam 8.25 8.75 9.25 9.75 10.25 10.75 

 

Size XS S M L XL 2XL 

Waist 28 - 30 30 - 32 32 - 35 35 - 37 37 - 42 42 - 47 

Length 
(waist to hem) 

18 19.5 20.5 21 22 23 

Inseam 6.25 6.75 7.25 7.75 8.25 8.75 

 

Note: 
It is best not to use your 
regular pant measurement 
as a guide for waist 
measurements. Sizing often 
differs between brands, so 
do not reflect a true 
measurement. Always use a 
measuring tape to get your 
measurements. 
 
Within a size range, upper 
measurements will fit more 
snug, while lower 
measurements will fit 
looser. If someone is in the 
upper measurements of a 
range and prefers a looser 
fit, then we suggest going 
up a size. 
 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Based on our Yoga Leggings, our yoga shorts was born out of repeated requests from our customers for a “shorts” 
version. These comfy little yoga shorts come to mid-to-upper thigh on most. Created with four-way stretch to facilitate 
movement, combined with a flatlock stitch for extra-strength. 

 

 

 
Element 
 

Quick Dry 
Soft handle 
4-way stretch 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+. 

Size XS S M L XL 2XL 

Waist 22-25 24-27 26-18 28-31 30-33 32-35 

Hip 25.5-28.5 27.5-30.5 29.5-32.5 31.5-34.5 33.5-34.5 35.5 

 

Note: 
It is best not to use your 
regular pant measurement 
as a guide for waist 
measurements. Sizing often 
differs between brands, so 
do not reflect a true 
measurement. Always use a 
measuring tape to get your 
measurements. 
 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Our popular yoga leggings for women are designed for yoga but we’ve been told they’re great for everything! Created 
with four-way stretch to facilitate movement, combined with a flatlock stitch for extra-strength. 

 

 

 
Element 
 

Quick Dry 
Soft handle 
4-way stretch 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant 
UPF 50+. 
 

 
 
 
Note: 
It is best not to use your 
regular pant measurement as 
a guide for waist 
measurements. Sizing often 
differs between brands, so do 
not reflect a true 
measurement. Always use a 
measuring tape to get your 
measurements. 
 

Size XS S M L XL 2XL 

Waist 22-25 24-27 26-18 28-31 30-33 32-35 

Hip 25.5-28.5 27.5-30.5 29.5-32.5 31.5-34.5 33.5-34.5 35.5 

Length 29 30.5 32 33.5 35 36.5 

Inseam 25.5 26 26.5 27 27.5 28 

 

 
Within a size range, upper 
measurements will fit more 
snug, while lower 
measurements will fit looser. 
If someone is in the upper 
measurements of a range 
and prefers a looser fit, then 
we suggest going up a size. 
 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”.  
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Designed for versatility, the Swift legging has a snug, almost compression-like fit and is perfect for indoor and outdoor 
training. Created for performance with our breathable light mid-weight Radius fabric with four-way stretch, and 
customizable side panel. These 7/8 length leggings should fit the body snugly and firmly without uncomfortably 'cutting 
in' to the body. If this is the case, you should review your size choice. 

 

 

 
Radius 
 

Quick Dry 
Soft handle 
4-way stretch 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant  
UPF 50+. 
 
 

 
 
 
Note: 
It is best not to use your 
regular pant measurement as 
a guide for waist 
measurements. Sizing often 
differs between brands, so do 
not reflect a true 
measurement. Always use a 
measuring tape to get your 
measurements. 
 

Size XS S M L XL 2XL 

Waist 26.5 - 27.5 28.5 - 30 31.5 - 33.5 35 - 37 39 - 41 42 - 44.5 

Hip 32 - 33 34 - 35.5 37 - 38.5 40 - 42 44 - 46 47 - 49 

Inseam 25.25 25.5 25.75 26 26.25 26.5 

 

Within a size range, upper 
measurements will fit more 
snug, while lower 
measurements will fit looser. 
If someone is in the upper 
measurements of a range 
and prefers a looser fit, then 
we suggest going up a size. 
 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Designed for versatility, the Swift legging has a snug, almost compression-like fit and is perfect for indoor and outdoor 
training. Created for performance with our breathable light mid-weight Radius fabric with four-way stretch, and 
customizable side panel. These 7/8 length leggings should fit the body snugly and firmly without uncomfortably 'cutting 
in' to the body. If this is the case, you should review your size choice. 

 

 

 
Radius 
 

Quick Dry 
Soft handle 
4-way stretch 
Antibacterial 
Odour-resistant  
UPF 50+. 
 
 

 
 
 
Note: 
It is best not to use your 
regular pant measurement as 
a guide for waist 
measurements. Sizing often 
differs between brands, so do 
not reflect a true 
measurement. Always use a 
measuring tape to get your 
measurements. 
 

Size XS S M L XL 2XL 

Waist 25 - 26.5 27.5 - 28.5 29.5 - 30.5 32.5 - 33.5 35 - 36.5 38 - 39.5 

Hip 34.5 - 35.5 36.5 - 37.5 38.5 - 39.5 41 - 42.5 44 - 45.5 47 - 48.5 

Inseam 25.75 26.25 26.75 27.25 28.75 29.25 

 

Within a size range, upper 
measurements will fit more 
snug, while lower 
measurements will fit looser. 
If someone is in the upper 
measurements of a range 
and prefers a looser fit, then 
we suggest going up a size. 
 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Great for low to medium impact activities like cycling, dance and cardio classes, our Sports Bra features-wicking fabric 
and a racerback design to help keep you dry, comfortable and moving freely. 

 

 
 

 30 32 34 36 38 

A  
 

   

B   
   

C 
 

    

D  
   

 

DD     
 

E      

 

 

Use the chart above to convert your regular bra size into XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL. The chart is intended to be a general guide. 
Custom clothing is handmade and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good 
indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 

XS 

XS 

S 

S M 

M L 

L 

XL 
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A classic, soft handle, lightweight t-shirt with a more cottony feel. All-over customizability makes them great for fun pre 
and post event looks and special event giveaways. 

 

  
 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 33.5 - 36.5 35.5 - 38.5 37.5 - 40.5 39.5 - 42.5 41.5 - 44.5 43.5 - 46.5 46.5 - 49.5 49.5 - 52.5 52.5 - 55.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

27 27 27.5 28.5 29.25 30 30.75 31.5 32.25 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 40.5 - 43.5 43.5 - 46.5 46.5 - 49.5 49.5 - 52.5 52.5 - 55.5 

Waist 23 - 31 29 - 32 32 - 35 34.5 - 37.5 37 - 40 39.4 - 42.5 42.5 - 45.5 46.5 - 49.5 49.5 - 52.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

25 25 25.75 26.5 27.25 28 28.75 29.5 30.25 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”.  
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Our polo is a highly versatile garment that is made with a classic fit. Fully customizable to create a sleek, casual look for 
competition attire and leisurewear. 

 

  
 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 35.5 - 38.5 37.5 - 40.5 39.5 - 42.5 41.5 - 44.5 43.5 - 46.5 46.5 - 49.5 49.5 - 52.5 52.5 - 55.5 55.5 - 57.0 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

27 27.5 28.5 29.25 30 30.75 31.5 32.25 33 

 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 

Chest 30.5 - 33.5 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 36.5 - 39.5 38.5 - 41.5 41.5 - 44.5 44.5 - 47.5 47.5 - 50.5 50.5 - 53.5 

Waist 26.5 - 29.5 28.5 - 31.5 30.5 - 33.5 32.5 - 35.5 34.5 - 37.5 37.5 - 40.5 40.5 - 43.4 43.5 - 36.5 46.5 - 49.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

26 26 1/2 27 27 1/2 28 29 30 31 33 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Created with our Logic technical fleece fabric. Our Jumper sweaters are a great mid-layer pullover with a brushed back 
fabric inner.  

 

Size XS S M L XL 2XL 

Chest < 40.5 <42.5 <44.5 46.5 48.5 29.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

25 25.5 26 26.5 27 27.5 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”.  
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Created with our Logic technical fleece fabric. Our Hoodies are a warm pullover with a brushed back fabric inner and 
side pockets. 

 

Size XS S M L XL 2XL 

Chest < 40.5 <42.5 <44.5 <46.5 <48.5 <49.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

25 25.5 26 26.5 27 27.5 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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The Cascade Jacket is a lightweight shell designed to be durable, shower and wind resistant while still being breathable. 
Created with our 3-layer Shell fabric, a soft mesh-like inner and a strong outer layer that won’t make you sweat or make 
those “swooshing sounds” while you walk. 

 

 

 
Shell 
 

Water-resistant finish 
Waterproof fabric 
Breathable 
 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 

Chest 38 - 40 39.5 - 41.5 41.5 - 43.5 44 - 46 46 - 48 48 - 50 50 - 52 

Waist 34 - 36 36 - 38 38 - 40 40 - 42 42 - 44 44 - 46 46 - 48 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

28.25 29.00 29.25 30.00 30.25 31.00 31.25 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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The Cascade Jacket is a lightweight shell designed to be durable, shower and wind resistant while still being breathable. 
Created with our 3-layer Shell fabric, a soft mesh-like inner and a strong outer layer that won’t make you sweat or make 
those “swooshing sounds” while you walk. 

 

 

 
Shell 
 

Water-resistant finish 
Waterproof fabric 
Breathable 
 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 

Chest 34.5 - 36.5 37 - 39 39 - 41 40 - 42 42 - 44 44 - 46 47 - 49 

Waist 30 - 32 32.5 - 34.5 34 - 36 36.5 - 38.5 38 - 40 40 - 42 42 - 44 

Hip 33.5 - 35.5 36 - 38 37.5 - 39.5 39.5 - 41.5 42 - 44 43.5 - 45.5 45.5 - 47.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

27.75 27.75 27.75 29.00 29.00 29.00 30.00 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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This jacket is a customer requested variation on our premier Cascade Jacket. It’s a hooded lightweight shell designed to 
be durable, shower and wind resistant while still being breathable. Made with our 3-layer Shell fabric - a soft mesh-like 
inner and a strong outer layer that won’t make you sweat or make those “swooshing sounds” while you walk. 

 

 

 
Shell 
 

Water-resistant finish 
Waterproof fabric 
Breathable 
 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 

Chest 38 - 40 39.5 - 41.5 41.5 - 43.5 44 - 46 46 - 48 48 - 50 50 - 52 

Waist 34 - 36 36 - 38 38 - 40 40 - 42 42 - 44 44 - 46 46 - 48 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

28.25 29.00 29.25 30.00 30.25 31.00 31.25 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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This jacket is a customer requested variation on our premier Cascade Jacket. It’s a hooded lightweight shell designed to 
be durable, shower and wind resistant while still being breathable. Made with our 3-layer Shell fabric - a soft mesh-like 
inner and a strong outer layer that won’t make you sweat or make those “swooshing sounds” while you walk. 

 

 

 
Shell 
 

Water-resistant finish 
Waterproof fabric 
Breathable 
 

Size 2XS XS S M L XL 2XL 

Chest 34.5 - 36.5 37 - 39 39 - 41 40 - 42 42 - 44 44 - 46 47 - 49 

Waist 30 - 32 32.5 - 34.5 34 - 36 36.5 - 38.5 38 - 40 40 - 42 42 - 44 

Hip 33.5 - 35.5 36 - 38 37.5 - 39.5 39.5 - 41.5 42 - 44 43.5 - 45.5 45.5 - 47.5 

Length 
(nape to hem) 

27.75 27.75 27.75 29.00 29.00 29.00 30.00 

 

The above size charts are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. Custom clothing is handmade 
and so, has a natural size variation. These size charts will provide you with a good indication of what you should order. 

 

Within a size range, upper measurements will fit more snug, while lower measurements will fit looser. If someone is in 
the upper measurements of a range and prefers a looser fit, then we suggest going up a size. 

 

If you’re unsure of how to measure or use our “sizing specs” information, please see our datasheet “How to Measure”. 
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Our Semi-Custom options require a minimum purchase of ten (twelve for some jersey styles) identical jerseys. Select 
from one of the options below, provide us your colours, team name and/or logo and numbers! 
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Our Sizing Specs information for our garments are based on estimates only and should be used as a general guide. 
Custom clothing is handmade and so, has a natural size variation according to the fabric and fit of actual garment. The 
information we provide in the Sizing Specs should provide you a good idea of the size you should order. Please contact 
us at the Workshop for sizing samples if needed. 

 

(1) Chest 

Measure your chest by wrapping the 
tape measure under your armpits 
around the fullest part of your chest. 
Make sure the tape measure is snug, 
not so tight that it constricts breathing, 
but not so loose that it slides down. 
Please ensure you stand normally and 
avoid puffing out or flexing your chest. 

 
(2) Waist 

Wrap a tape measure around your 
abdomen, just above the top of the hip 
bones. Make sure the tape measure is 
even and level all the way around your 
waist. Pull the tape measure to be snug, 
yet not squeezing your stomach. 

 

(2) Waist 

Wrap a tape measure around your 
abdomen, just above the top of the hip 
bones. Make sure the tape measure is 
even and level all the way around your 
waist. Pull the tape measure to be snug, 
yet not squeezing your stomach. 
 

(3) Hip 

Wrap a tape measure around the fullest part of your body, at the top of your legs. Make sure the tape measure is 
even and level all the way around your body; pull the tape measure to be snug. 
 

(4) Inseam 

Measure from the top of your inner thigh to your ankle. 
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To retain the highest levels of performance to keep your sublimated 
garments in tip-top shape, please follow this sample care guide. 

• Wash in cold water below 40 degrees Celsius/ 104 Fahrenheit 

• Wash with like colours 

• Never soak 

• Never tumble dry 

• Wash your kit after every ride  
 

Avoid washing your kit with velcro in the same wash. 
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Our companion kit is comprised of carefully selected complementary 
garments perfect for any sport, club or team; allowing you, your 
teammates and supporters to look unified off your field as on, as one when 
travelling or simply showing your support at home. This collection of 
customized ready-to-wear items incorporates popular, comfortable 
fabrics; designed to help you stay smart and relaxed outside your field of 
play. 

 

Minimum quantities will apply. 
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A soft cotton, lightweight tank top. Perfect for casual 
team socials on warm days.  
Customize with screen print or vinyl press.  
 
Available in:  
Men’s fit 

Ladies’ fit 

 

 

 
Our classic lightweight, cotton t-shirt, perfect for a variety 
of activities.  
Customize with screen print or vinyl press.  
 
 
Available in Men’s & Ladies’ fit: 

 

 

 
An essential garment that can be fully customized with 
team/club logos to create a smart casual look for team 
outings and leisurewear. Customize with embroidery, 
screen print or vinyl press.  
 
Available in Men’s & Ladies’ fit: 
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Our favourite comfy crew neck sweatshirt. Great for 
keeping warm pre, post and between events. Customize 
with embroidery, screen print or vinyl press. 
 
Available in: 

 

 
Our simple cotton hoodie provides warmth and comfort 
when layering over our sporting and casualwear. 
Customize with embroidery, screen print or vinyl press.  
 
Available in fit: 

 

 
Quickly and easily wrap up with our cotton zip-up hoodie 
when layering over our sporting and casualwear. 
Customize with embroidery, screen print or vinyl press.  
 
Available in: 
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Designed to optimize versatility and function, this two-
tone, feature-rich, H2XTREME® 3-in-1 system jacket, with 
zip-out polyfill liner, provides superior 
waterproof/breathable protection and warmth. 

Available in Men’s, Ladies’ & Junior 

 

 
Hard-wearing, abrasion-resistant D/W/R treated taslan 
outer shell featuring an attached hood, reverse coil 
center front zipper, and strategically placed insulation to 
deliver maximum protection and versatility in extreme 
outdoor environments. 
 
 
 

Men’s & Ladies’ fit:

 

 
Sleek profile, ultra-lightweight thermal fill jacket with a 
high-density water-repellent outer shell, insulated hood 
and nylon taffeta lining, provides form fitted, enhanced 
thermal properties, for maximum protection when you 
need it most. 
 
 
 
Men’s & Ladies’ fit:   
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Medium profile six-panel cap with pre-curved visor; 
adjustable on the outside. Matching velcro closure, 
eyelets, top button, visor and undervisor. 
 
Available in:  

 

 
Structured five-panel classic mesh trucker. Higher profile: 
4” crown with flat bill with matching plastic snap and 
undervisor. 
 
Available in:  

 and others 
 

 
 
 

Adjustable on the outside, Flexfit Tech on the inside. Mini 
pique, Cool & Dry fabric for moisture wicking & quick 
drying. Elastic flexloop attached to velcro closure and 
matching undervisor. 
 
Available in:  

 
 
 
 

 
25L lightweight drybag constructed out of 190T poly with 
waterproof coating with a roll-top enclosure. Front 
pocket and padded shoulder straps. Customise with your 
team logo 
 
Available in:  

 
 

  
 
23”duffle made of 600D Ripstop poly with generous main 
compartment, front zippered pocket and compression 
straps. Customise with your team logo 
 
Available in:  
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The following are a few guidelines on the artwork we will need from you to help us make you jerseys and kit look as crisp 
and clean as possible. See the Artwork Instructions and Logo Standards Guide for more information. 

 

If you wish to create the artwork for your jerseys, we’ll be glad to provide you with the design template for the style you 
require.  

 

We will make every effort to ensure the quality of your design across your team’s sizing range. 

 

We use colours in a CMYK format in sublimation printing. If you’ve ordered from us in the past, there’s a good chance 
we will be able to match the colour to your last print. We will endeavour to ensure the best colour match possible. 
However, because of the numerous factors involved in printing we cannot guarantee an exact colour match. If you have 
specific colour requirements, please let us know and plan to send us a physical sample. 

 

Please supply your logos and artwork to us in vector format, vector formats include: .ai and .eps. Using these vectors 
files ensures your artwork looks clear and crisp across your size range. Note that changing the file suffix from .jpg to .eps 
for example, will not work – the file must originate from vector editing software.  

 

If it is impossible to supply these files, a redraw / vectoring service is available.  

 

If you would like for our Designers to help bring your vision to life, collect your thoughts, ideas, drawings, team colours, 
logos and sponsor information so we can best translate it into your masterpiece. We’ll provide you with estimates for 
your art before we commence work and will only bill on approved art time.  
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Our Brand Ambassadors are made up of some of our community’s most 

outgoing, positive, and fun-loving people who are passionate about their 

sport. These vivacious people are working towards their dreams: 

becoming a world champion paddler, saving up for adventures, the 

betterment of the human race.. 

When it comes down to it: they’re good people, they’re family and they 

love to eat! 
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 “I'm a pretty aggressive person. This trait has helped me in my life career (I'm a 
sales person!), my friendships (hah, or so I think), and my athletic career (I'm 
naturally very unathletic but naturally competitive). I'm also very playful and try 
to be friendly for the most part, so please intro yourself to me if you ever meet 
me in person.” 

Paddling: Outrigger & Dragon Boat; Crossfit & Olympic Weightlifting, Sports 
nutrition, Ice-cream  

“Whatever you do, do it well. Do it so well that when people see you do it, they will want to come back and see you do it 
again, and they will want to bring others and show them how well you do what you do.” 

Paddling for that odd satisfaction of perfecting the same movement over and over again... yet loving the diversity of 
crossfit and being able to perfect a variety of movements (olympic lifting, conditioning movements, gymnastics). I still 
love feeling every butterfly in my stomach before the horn blows in a race or the timer counts down to a WOD. 

To break the female stereotype of paddling hard and lifting heavy. I love getting strong as much as I love encouraging, 
educating, and coaching women about a healthy lifestyle. 

 

 

 “Never been an athlete of any type in the past, finding paddle sports was my 
entry into different competitive activities and sports.  

Since beginning paddling, I’ve gotten into lifting, interval training, and other 
exciting paddle sports (including 25mi outrigger canoe races)! Sharing these 
activities with amazing people from all over the world is what I live for!” 

Paddling: Outrigger, Dragon Boat, Stand Up, Surfski; Olympic Weightlifting, High 
Intensity Interval Training 

“Gentlemen, we will chase perfection, and we will chase it relentlessly, knowing all the while we can never attain it. But 
along the way, we shall catch excellence.”  

The community is wide and far-reaching! Paddlers (of all types) are all over the world! 

To become a better, faster, and wiser athlete!  
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 “I recently moved from Vancouver to pursue my Masters in Public Health at the 
University of Toronto. The journey has been refreshing and challenging. I find 
comfort in being on the water especially since realizing I have to adult now more 
than ever before. Some of my accomplishments include eating an entire tub of ice 
cream in one sitting and rereading textbooks for fun.” 

Dragon Boat Racing, Connecting with youth on humanitarian issues such as 
international humanitarian law, global food security, clean water & sanitation. 

Pain is temporary, GPA is forever (this is my inner student speaking!) 

• The people are really something special, they're some of my very favourite people! 

• There's always room for improvement (to get faster, to get stronger, to blend better, etc), #motivation! 

• It’s something I can work on and enjoy all year long 

I aim to be actively engaged in the dragon boat community 10, 20, even 30 years from now. Having grown up watching 
family compete in the sport of dragon boating, it was no surprise that I jumped into the sport as soon as I could. 11 years 
of paddling later and I am still so crazy about it! My hope is that in the future, I'll still love the sport as much as I do now. 

 

  

“A decade in, I still love dragon boat racing. I've had the privilege of being part of 
the One West dragon boat family for most of my paddling life, and I couldn't be 
prouder of what we accomplished on our journey together. This last October, I 
represented Canada at the World Championship for the first time - it was an 
insightful and humbling experience in all the best ways. Also, I’m a noodle-
slurping, cat-loving, pizza-eating, guy who enjoys long walks to the fridge. 

Dragon Boat, Dodgeball, Eating 

Treat Yo’self! Live fat, Die full 

No other sport allows for such an eclectic group of people to come together and strive for one collective purpose, 
regardless of their skill level. 

The promise of food to follow… 
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“I'm pretty approachable so if you see me, come talk to me!” 

Paddling Outrigger & Dragon Boat, Cows 

Cows go moo! 

I love the people I paddle with. 

 

 

 “Born and raised in Singapore, moved to Vancouver for university. I am currently 
a student in UBC, finishing up my undergrad in Organizational Behaviour & 
Human Resources. When I'm not on the water, you'll probably find me off the 
water. I played competitive Speedball (Paintball) for 9 years, and retired from the 
sport in 2015; which was my first season of competitive Dragon Boat. I am fairly 
new to paddling, but I don't see myself retiring anytime soon.” 

Dragon Boat  

Hakuna Matata 

Dragon boat is a sport that truly represents teamwork; it takes everyone to put in the effort needed for the best results. 
An individual cannot make a difference. Teams are all about family; all the workouts and winter paddling we go through 
becomes worth it, knowing we are all in this together.  

I don't really have a main goal that drives me. I approach life one step at a time with mini goals along the way.  
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 “I am a Husband, Father, Coach and Teacher living in Edmonton always 
looking for the adventure and challenge.” 

Dragon Boat, Volleyball, Family 

Live with passion 

Working together as a team to accomplish a goal.  I love working with the different people that come across all of the 
sports and keeping healthy in the process. 

To be an inspiration to others wherever I am. 

 

“I’m a vivacious and bubbly Malaysian, living in Canada and enjoying life to the 
fullest. I’m passionate about my family, friends, work and my favourite activities. 
My passion is what defines me..” 

Paddling, Travelling, Cooking 

Live and Love every day like it’s your last 

Apart from enjoying the aspect of competition, paddling gives me a sense of freedom and peace. It is my one hobby that 
connects me to my surroundings and provides me clarity when I need it. 

I believe in companies that listen to their customers needs. They are not about the profit margin, but about providing 
comfort and culture, all in one. Oddball has great quality products that brings people together.   
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“I'm just a guy that loves to spend time dragon boating for one half of the 
year, and curling for the other. I'm also a "soon-to-be" retired high school 
geography teacher and staff advisor for our students council. I love working 
with teens, even with all the drama that that entails. I love partaking of a 
goblet, or two, of wine with my wife and kids as we try to crush each other 
playing board games when we get together. All in all, a simple life.” 

Dragon Boating, Curling 

Be the change you wish to see in the World - Ghandhi. (not very original, but still true) 

Dragon Boating - 20 people all working together, in unison, to reach a goal. Nothing better. 

Currently: to perform at my best, at the World Club Crew Championships, in Hungary this summer. 

 

 

 “I am a passionate person and a paddler person... Which combines to make a 
passionate paddler!  I am passionate about the team atmosphere, the cultural 
aspect, and mostly - the ocean.” 

Art, Paddling (dragon boat and outrigger) 

Work hard. Love harder: Everything you do in life, you should do well.  But 
more important than anything you accomplish in life, should be how you 

interacted with others; how you made them feel and the memories you left them with.  Winning a medal is one thing.  
But winning the camaraderie and friendship of your teammates is an even bigger win. 

For me, paddling is a way to ground myself and to form connections with people and with nature… A connection with 
the water and with your other paddlers will lead to the best glide of your life.   

The main driving goal in my life is to be better.  I want to be a better painter, better sister, better athlete, better 
roommate, better student, better granddaughter, better person.  I attempt to work on this every day, whether it be a 
small smile. a pull-up, or a random act of kindness.  I yearn to make my mentors and teachers proud, and to lead and 
build up those that are behind me.  I want to be the best I can be, while simultaneously encouraging everyone around 
me to also reach their full potential.   
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